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                            WHICH BETTING SITES HAVE LIVE STREAMING?

                            Back in the day, people would flock in pubs and betting shops in the hope of catching
                                live games. Thanks to technology, you can do so at the tap of a button.
 That is as
                                long
                                as you choose a reliable site that will not have downtime when you need it the most.

                                The
                                good thing is that there are many sites where you can stream live events. Here are some
                                of the most reputable options:

                            William Hill

                            This site is not new in the market, and it thus has a broad audience. The upside to this
                                is that you have more betting options as well as access to an app.
 It allows you to
                                be
                                hands-on when it comes to placing wagers. You can do so by text, online, or by phone,
                                and the payment options are quite diverse.

                                Live streaming is one of the best features on this site. You can watch the odds as they
                                change, and you can decide if it is time to cash out.
 On the main site, you can see
                                what
                                live events are available, allowing you to enjoy in-play. Events include horse racing,
                                football, and tennis, among others. You also get to enjoy live commentary, allowing you
                                to follow the game all through.

                                Also, you do not have to pay for this feature, and you can access it via the app.

                            Coral

                            This site also has a good reputation, both online and offline. Users get to enjoy free
                                bets as well as promotions that keep them coming back for more. When it comes to live
                                betting, you have access to at least two thousand events every week.
 And these span
                                over
                                a wide range of sports, including but not limited to racing and football. Additionally,
                                users have access to a TV service as well as a radio commentary.
 You can thus be
                                part of
                                the action from any place in the world.

                            Having these live odds allows you to know when you are on the losing end and to pick up
                                the pieces at an early stage.
 You will be happy to know that the streaming quality
                                is
                                top-notch as long as you have a stable internet connection.

                            Ladbrokes

                            Can you believe that this bookmaking business dates back to the nineteenth century? And
                                it is still going strong, having partnered with Coral and expanded its reach. Though it
                                dates back to earlier times, this site has kept up with current trends.
 For one,
                                users
                                have access to tons of payment and betting options. Secondly, it regularly offers
                                rewards to its users as well as fair odds in its markets.

                                When it comes to live streaming, you have access to a wide variety of events on the
                                site’s main page. You can stream through the website or use an app when you are on the
                                go.
 Note that the events mainly focus on horse races and football. You can tell that
                                live streaming is available by checking for a TV icon.
 Where this is not present,
                                the
                                site offers live stats or radio commentary. You should have money in your account or
                                have betted in the last 24 hours to access this service.

                                While you are at it, you should look into bet exchanges and why this site has one of the
                                best opportunities for these.

                            Read More
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                            BEST BETTING APPS WITH LIVE STREAMING

                            People now consider live streaming when choosing betting sites, and the same goes for
                                mobile apps.
 It allows you to watch the match live and change your wager based on
                                the
                                events. This feature is ideal for use when you are not sure that your hunch will be
                                right.
 As such, many bookmakers are offering live streaming in the hope of expanding
                                their reach. If you want a betting app with this capability, here are some options to
                                consider:

                            Ladbrokes

                            When it comes to reliability, this is one of the best sites on the market. Having
                                established its existence in the nineteenth century, this is a force with which to
                                reckon.
 On the upside, you get access to various betting options as well as a large
                                market. Its solid reputation flows onto its app, which has fast gained popularity
                                amongst punters.

                                As for the app, you can access a large variety of games, including but not limited to
                                poker, live casino, and bingo. That means that you can choose the sports betting option
                                or download the individual other packages.
 It allows you to be free of clutter on
                                the
                                main interface. Also, this helps a great deal in the loading rate of the app, allowing
                                you to make wagers faster.

                                The app is quite comprehensive as it allows you to engage with customer support, access
                                winnings, and stream live events.
 The interface is simple, and you can quickly check
                                the
                                odds as you scroll through the menu. You can tell that live streaming is available by
                                checking for a TV symbol next to a match.
 You should either have placed a bet in the
                                last 24 hours or have money to watch the live streams.

                            Unibet

                            This site is also a giant in the betting industry, having garnered more than fifteen
                                million users.
 It has spread its reach to more than one hundred countries, and it
                                shows
                                no signs of stopping. Its app is so intuitive and easy to use that it has bagged some
                                awards in the past.
 It has a theme that is similar to that of the main site, and
                                navigating the app is a breeze.

                            The app allows you to access pretty much what you would on the desktop site. As such, you
                                can choose to focus on the app and bid goodbye to the site. It runs fast and does not
                                have too much information that would slow it down.
 The apps are separate such that
                                one
                                will focus on sports while another will focus on poker. In this way, you don’t get
                                bombarded with unnecessary stats on opening the app.

                            When it comes to streaming, you have tens of thousands of events to stream. This way, you
                                can watch the matches and place wagers at the same time.
 It helps that this app has
                                so
                                many markets that it would be impossible to run out of options. From ice hockey to
                                volleyball to basketball, it has covered most markets. Also, there is an in-play option.
                            

                            William Hill

                            When it comes to the leaders in the betting industry, this is one of the sites that come
                                to people’s minds. It has a wide variety of markets, and it offers excellent live
                                streaming and betting options.
 The app is quite comprehensive such that you get the
                                features that you would have on the site. You can make in-plays, stream live events, and
                                manage your funds at the touch of a button.
 Its interface is quite easy to navigate,
                                even with all these features in place. If you come across any issues when using the app,
                                customer support is a live chat away.

                            Streaming takes place daily, with a focus on several games, including tennis and
                                football, among others.
 As you stream, you get to enjoy live commentary services
                                that
                                break down the events play by play. The good thing is that you can watch live events
                                even without money in your account.
 You can tell that live streaming is available by
                                locating the TV icon next to a given match.
                                Read More
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                            BETTING ON CORNERS - BEST BOOKMAKERS FOR CORNERS

                            Football is one of the best sports to bet on owing to the many such markets in the
                                industry. Gone are the days when you could only pick the winner of the match.
 Now,
                                you
                                can bet on other things, including corners. And guess what? You can make some good money
                                while you are at it.

                            The question is which site will offer you excellent odds on such bets? Well, here is a
                                list of options for your perusal:

                            Bet 365

                            It is hard to talk about the best bookmakers in the industry without slotting in this
                                giant. If you want to enjoy fantastic bets on corners, this would be an excellent place
                                to start.
 For one, you have an array of betting options, and you can try them in
                                succession. Also, they have incredible odds. As much as betting is enjoyable, you also
                                hope to make some money off it. As such, getting competitive rates is of the essence.
                            

                            It also helps that when you sign up for an account, you get a sizeable bonus to help you
                                in your first wagers. You can stumble here and there and use the reward to get a footing
                                on the site.
 Also, many other rewards lie in the future for you as a user. This
                                bookmaker also has an app through which you can access corner bets from the comfort of
                                your phone. How convenient is that!

                            Betway

                            This site is also a global leader when it comes to placing wagers. The icing on the cake
                                is that it allows you to make bets on corners.
 Also, you are free to cash out on the
                                bets when you are winning. If you wish to enjoy some in-play corner betting, you will
                                appreciate how smooth this process is.

                            There are numerous deposit options available on this site, and they include credit and
                                debit cards, as well as PayPal.
 The method used in depositing is the same that you
                                will
                                use in the withdrawals. For most of these options, you get your money instantly and at
                                low costs.
                                This site offers a welcome bonus to new users as well as promotions along the way.

                                Also,
                                there is the availability of a cash-out option such that you can quit while you are
                                ahead.

                            Betfair

                            This site offers a wide range of corner markets, including bets over and under. You can
                                also get in on the first and second half offers as well as the odd and even options.

                                Could you ever have imagined that corners had these many options?

                            Why should you choose this site? Well, it has a fantastic app through which you can
                                access the events. Also, you can have a limit as to your deposits, thus allowing you
                                some form of control.
 When it comes to payments and withdrawals, you have an array
                                of
                                options, including PayPal. Also, if you choose to expand your betting options, you can
                                always get in on e-sports.

                            The welcome bonus is not one to frown upon as you can get up to one hundred pounds for
                                this. Also, you can cash out as well as build your bets as you see it fit. The more you
                                build your bets, the more chances of walking away with huge winnings.
                                Read More
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                            WHAT MAKES A GOOD BOOKMAKER?

                            The betting industry becomes more competitive by the day, with more bookmakers coming
                                into the scene. Everywhere you look, there is a site enticing you with unbelievable
                                offers.
 From fantastic odds to a variety in games to welcome bonuses, they throw a
                                lot
                                your way. However, you should not be quick to give in to these promises as not all sites
                                live up to their demands. Some offer you bonuses that you cannot redeem owing to the
                                stringent terms attached to them.
 Others will take your money, but you will have to
                                chase them to get a hold of your winnings. And that is the tip of the iceberg as so many
                                sites have shortcomings you cannot afford to overlook.
 Here are some of the things
                                you
                                must consider when getting a bookmaker:

                            The Odds

                            When betting, your goal is not only to have fun but to also take some cash home with you.
                                After all, you spend a lot of time agonizing as to the outcome, and you deserve some pay
                                for those cold sweats.
 Unfortunately, not all bookmakers will recognize and award
                                your
                                efforts. Some will offer you unfavorable odds such that if you win, you do not gain
                                much. Look into what odds a site is offering on their games and use these in comparison
                                to others in the market.
 Also, look at the margins that the site is willing to take
                                and
                                limitations as to your account. You want to walk away with huge earnings when you make
                                the right selection. Or else, you will be working for the bookmaker.

                            Stability

                            Have you noticed that some bookmakers are now joining hands and working together? Well,
                                it owes to the competitiveness in the market.
 There are many bookmakers and not
                                enough
                                users on the market. So, they have to keep reinventing themselves to stay afloat and
                                make profits
. Those that cannot keep up with the changes end up going under. Try
                                getting
                                your money from a site that can barely make enough profits to stay in the game! As much
                                as you can consider new entrants in the market, it is always best to go with the tried
                                and tested platforms.
 Not only can you get a range of markets, but the chances of
                                losing
                                your money are low.

                            Also, look into how these companies are affiliated with each other. Some will use the
                                same software such that their odds are the same.
 Thus, opening an account with all
                                of
                                them will not have much of a difference. Aim to diversify your odds without stretching
                                yourself too thin.

                            Why is financial stability important? Well, when dealing with a large company, you will
                                notice that there is an emphasis on consumer relations. These companies have spent so
                                much time building from the ground up.
 They do not want to get associated with
                                scandals
                                that could ruin their operations. As such, you are more likely to get excellent services
                                out of them as compared to startups.

                            Legality

                            Is the bookmaker operating under the law? Taking chances with this is not advisable, and
                                you need to ensure that the company has a valid operating license. If not, they can pack
                                up and move away with your winnings as they please.
 After all, the gambling
                                commission
                                cannot do much to help you in this case. That is why some companies will offer you
                                fantastic odds and fail to hold up their end of the deal.
 They are not under any
                                regulations, and they can keep your earnings without fear of getting caught. While
                                taking shortcuts could feel tempting, it will work against you.
                                Read More
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